7:30am  Registration & Breakfast, Li Ka Shing (LKSC) 120, 291 Campus Drive

8:00am  Welcome & Introductions

9:00am  GME Orientation, LKSC Berg Hall (second floor) – Last Name A-M
- I-9 Completion
  - Unexpired, acceptable document needed
- Laptop Distribution
- Benefits Representative
- Hospital and University ID Distribution
  - Fellow required to upload photo in MedHub

Orientation Activities – Last Name N-Z
- Sharps Training, Stanford Hospital G330
- Team Card Photo, Stanford Hospital H331
  - Professional photo, professional attire advised
- MedHub Training, Stanford Hospital H3210

10:00am GME Orientation, LKSC Berg Hall (second floor) – Last Name N-Z
- I-9 Completion
  - Unexpired, acceptable document needed
- Laptop Distribution
- Benefits Representative
- Hospital and University ID Distribution
  - Fellow required to upload photo in MedHub

Orientation Activities – Last Name A-M
- Sharps Training, Stanford Hospital G330
- Team Card Photo, Stanford Hospital H331
  - Professional photo, professional attire advised
- MedHub Training, Stanford Hospital H3210

11:30am Resource Fair & Lunch, LKSC 101/102

1:00pm  Walk to Arrillaga Outdoor Education and Recreation Center, 285 Santa Teresa St.
- Senior Fellowship Coordinators to guide

2:00-5:00pm Team Building Activity for New Fellows, Arrillaga Outdoor Education and Recreation Center, 285 Santa Teresa St.
- Comfortable clothing and footwear are advised

- 5:30-6:30pm Fellow Social – New and current Fellows, Program Directors, Associate Program Directors, Program Coordinators – Location TBD
Department of Pediatrics Fellows Orientation & EPIC Training

Thursday, July 6, 2017

7:00-11:30am
Department of Pediatrics Orientation, Li Ka Shing (LKSC) Berg Hall
- Breakfast
- Ice Breaker
- Support Network Overview
- Life of a Clinician
- Life of a Scholar
- Life as an Educator
- Quality Improvement
- Fellows’ Survival Guide
- Surviving and Thriving at Stanford

12:00pm
Shuttle or Drive to EPIC Training
- Shuttle stop at Medical Center, Quarry Extension, BOH Line
  - Schedule
  - Map
- Driving, 4700 Bohannon Drive, Room 125, Menlo Park

12:30-1:00pm
Lunch, 4700 Bohannon Drive, Room 125

1:00-5:00pm
EPIC Training, 4700 Bohannon Drive, Room 125

5:35pm
Last Shuttle Back to Campus
- Returns to Medical Center, Quarry Extension at 6:05pm
  - Schedule
  - Map

OTHER IMPORTANT DATES

Friday, July 7
Official start date of Pediatric Fellowship Training Programs! Please check with programs for details on training program orientation.

Sunday, July 9

1:05pm
SF Giants vs. Miami Marlins
AT&T Park, San Francisco
For new and current Fellows, Program Directors, Associate Program Directors, Program Coordinators. Guests are welcome, additional tickets can be purchased at $38/each
RSVP here for you and/or your guests!